Korean Vets

Seniors To Mott

Korean veterturs must fill out
monthly attendance by Thursday, Mary Simons, vets office
secretary cautioned yesterday.
The forms, for the partial month
of September and for October
ase loanable In Miele&

The Senior class will meet
today in 5326 at 3:30 p.m., announced Rod Dirldon, clams
president.
The (lass a Ill discuss the Fri.
dais Flicks series, which they
sponsor, the tip.
lug Betty
Coed rand 4iw convict darter, and
the freshistan-sopt tttttt ore intercouncil es change, he said.
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FAA Suspends Permit
In Cal Poly Air Crash

h t.
ohio (upi
Federal Aviation Agency yesterday suspended the operating permit of the company whose plane
crashed in a fog here Saturday
night, killing 22 persons including
half of the Cal Poly football team.
Twenty six persons survived.
The plane, a two-engine C46
was carrying members of the California Polytechnic Institute football team home to California from
Bowling Green, Ohio, where it had
played Bowling Green State Uniersity.
The suspension announcement in
Washington came as experts went
over the pieces of the charred
twisted metal and doctors exam- ,
ined the burned bodies in an effort to try to find out what caused
the crash.
Deputy Coroner Dr. Harry Mignety said 16 of the 22 persons
killed in the crash at foggy Toledo Express Airport were burned
to death. All of the victims sat
In the front half of the Arctic
Pacific Airlines plane,
WRECKAGE INSPECTED
Doctors performed autopsies on
the bodies of the pilot and copilot
in search of possible human factors behind the crash. Members
of the Civil Aeronautics Board
met in an airport warehouse to
inspect what remained of the
planes engines.
The CAB’s power plant team
and a representative of engine
manufacturer Pratt & Whitney
sought to find out whether an
overload had been placed on the
engines.
Local aviation commissioner
Lyle Koepke praised the work of
the airport’s emergency crews for
having 26 of the 48 persons on
board He said only quick work
and modern equipment prevented
the tragedy from claiming more
SCHEDULE IS CANCELLED
Everett Chandler, dean of students at the California college,
said the remainder of the school’s
football season has been canceled.
He did not know whether the
San Luis Obispo, Calif.. school
would ever held teams again.
Toledo and Mercy hospitals reed all except two of the surin good or fair condition.

J.s.ii Nettle-4ov, 52, spurts editor
of the San Luis Obispo Telegram
Tribune was listed in poor condition and Walter Shimek, 45, a
tackle from Picture Butte, Alberta’
, Canada, were
w
reported critical.
(Continued on Page 4i

Students interested in competing ill the semi-annual Dorothy
Kaueher Or
Interpretation
Contest should sign up with Dr.
Dorothy Hadley, assistant prsfessor of speech and education,
in SD104, according to Mrs. Noreen LaBarge Mitchell, assistant
professor of speech. Deadline is
Dee. 10 and competition Is limited to 25.
-

ASB Officer
Hits Council
13y-lawActi0n
AS13 Executive Secretary klielit
Davis spoke out against the Student Council yesterday for their
action last Wednesday in passing
the amendment permitting students four units deficient to run
for class office.
Davis tabled the action "a
crime" and stated that it "reflects
the irresponsibility and/or menta!
sickness that permeates the mind
of certain of its members."
amendment was passed by
aSlThe
13 to 5 margin with Marty
eeper. Nancy Reesink, Gary
Clemens, Stan Stevens. and Eer,,tt Avila voting no.
"It seems ridiculous that a member of the junior class, who calls
al senior’ because
its lucking in academie accomplishment, can now
be given the privilege of becoming Senior class president," Davis
said.
"The council has created a double standard in that they have
discriminated against the academically bona fide members of the
classes and bowed to the special
interests of the socially qualified
members of a class," Davis continued. "There is a right and a
wrong approach to improving class
government and this action makes
class government more of a farce.
"It is deploring that Council
members are not recognizing their
moral responsibility to the best
interests of the whole student Nan
and instead voting with cliche,
and their own special interest,’
the executive secretary said.
Davis urged that students Contact their representatives to que,
tion their reasons for voting for
the change.
Some of the reasons advanced
by the proponents of the amendment were:
"Qualified and interested persons are being prevented from
running for office because of a
few units"
"A student who has been with
a class for a length of time would
do a better job for that class thar
for a class that he would be shoved
into because of a unit deficiency’
The amendment is presentn
awaiting ASH Pres. Pat McClenahan’s signature which under the
new constitution is necessary before the change is legally effective.
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Governor Praises Kennedy;
nits ’Hold the Line’ Policy

By BOB SHEPARD
J. Hose ard Edmondson, governor of Oklahoma, yesterday called
for the election of John F. Kennedy as president and as t he

"lourth great innovator ot the
20th century."
Citing Theodore Roosevelt.
Woodrow Wilson, and Franklin
Roosevelt as the first three great

SWEEPSTAKES CHAMPION

Assembly Foes
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Sharp contrast In policies and
opinions were noted yesterday as
the candidates for the 28th District Assembly spot debated before
more than 150 students and faculty members in the Inner Quad.
With election day just a week
away incumbent Assemblyrnag
Clark L. Bradley tRi and Al Alquist II/I stepped up their campaigns in the debate with assorted
answers and ideas on major California problems, including Gov.
Edmund Brown’s water proposal
and the construction of the state’s
freeway systems.

Olivier’s ’Hamlet’
Expected To Draw
1000 Tomorrow
Is "something rotten in the state
of Denmark?"
Students and faculty can find
out tomorrow as "Hamlet," starring Laurence Olivier and Jean
Simmons, comes to San Jose
State.
The film, according to Robert
Orem, associate professor of English and coordinator of The classic
film program, will be shown twice:
at 3:30 p.m. in S142 and 7 p.m.,
in Morris Dailey auditorium.
Professor Orem said the film
strip is in "excellent shape." He
expects more than 1000 persons
for both performances.

Canon Bryan Green
Plans Week at SJS
s Canon Bryan Green
niwir Cur his forthrightness, exosive and witty way of present.
ng the Christian faith to students
round the work!, will visit San
use State this month to present
four -day lecture series on basic
tristian faith.
The Canon will be at SJS NOV.
3-18 to present to both fuzzy and
lear thinking atheists, agnostics
al Christians an "wiling and
nielligent’ exposition of the ChrisIan faith, assording to Liz Camp.
II. assistant Episcopalian college
orker.
His visit to the college is being
nonsored by the College. Religious
iuncil.
Canon Green, presently rector
f St. Marl in’s - in - the - Bullring
iirch. Birmingham England, and
onner chaplain at Oxford UniverItY, is well-known to students and
acuity in colleges and anis-et-Ales throughout the world.
LARGE CROWDS
Ile has drawn overflowing midi’
tees a t American universities
’nee his first visit to the United
States in 1936. He spoke to crowds
waling more than 20,000 in his
Mit to Stanford university in 1957.
During his visit to SJS, Canon
Green will hold informal meetings
With students and faculty each
morning in the cafeteria.
In the afternoons he will present a series of talks on preparation for Christian marriage, and
In lite evenings, talks on basic
7hristian faith.
Ile also will hold open dorm disssions and meet with various livng groups around the campus.
Canon Green began his work

Kaucher Signup
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Alquitst, who is employed by the
Southern Pacific railroad as u yard
master, said he is supporting Governor Brown’s proposal because he
felt it is the first step in furnishing an adequate water supply to
the lands below the Tehachapi
mountains. "Salt water conversion
is more than 20 years away and
I will not gamble with the economic future of the state on such
a scheme," he said.
Bradley, who bitterly opposed
the water plan, said it is just "a
first offer and a partial offer" to
the water demands of the state.
’It is a package deal approach
rather than a step-by-step approach" he said, adding that he
felt salt water conversion isn’t as
far away as It might seem.
The Democratic candidate attacked his Republican opponent’s
past freeway policies, referring to
an article in a newspaper seven
and one-half years ago when
"Bradley set a target date for
Route 17 to be completed June
of 1954." The stretch of road was
opened not long ago.
FREEWAYS PUSHED
The incumbent Assemblyman
countered the statement by asserting that "During the last seven and one-half years I have continuously introduced into the Assembly possible solutions to the
freeway problems of this county."
He cited the completion of the
east shore freeway (Los Gatos to
Oakland, the further construction of the Bayshore freeway, and
the improvement of several secondary roads.
A question from the audience to
each candidate asking his stand
on the house un-American activities ccmtmittee again drew opposing arguments from the speakers.
Bradley said he "supports t he
committee" and indicated he felt
it is a good thing for the nation
while Alquist opposed the cornnit tee on the grounds he felt
persons involved were
being
-denied their cons titi ona I
lishts"

AWS Meeting
To B’e Tomorrow
An Associated Women Student
Body meeting will be held tomorrow at 3:30 p.m. in TH55, with
the theme. "Be an Educated Voter," said Penny Patch, publicity
chairman.
Four political science and history instructors will be the featured speakers.

Spartan Spurs Sell Coffee, Doughnuts
Near Library To Book-Weary Students
Study -weary library buffs can
relieve mid-term tensions with
coffee and doughnuts tomorrow,
Thursday and Monday nights, according to Anita Segador, president of Spartan Spurs, sophomore
BRYAN GREEN
explosion from England
with students at the age of 17. In
the early years of hi life he conducted classes in Christianity for
senior high school students and
traveled throughout Great Britain speaking to young people, often
in universities.
In 1931 he became chaplain to
the Oxford Pastorate in Oxford
university, leading student campaigns in different parts of Great
Britain.
The world -traveling lecturer,
however, does not confine himself
to college students.. More than
7000 people nightly jammed New
York’s Cathedral of St. John the
Divine during his visit there in
1948.
(Continued on Page 41

women’s service organization.
The Spurs will sell the nervesoothing refreshments 8 to 9 p.m.
under the Library arch to raise
money to send representatives to a
regional conference Dec. 1 to :3 at
Asilomar, Calif.

world wire
ixoN MEETS WITH IKE
WASHINGTON CPOVice President Richard M. Nison
a luncheon meeting with President Eisenhower at the White House
yesterday to plan a one-two punch at the Democrats.
Nixon, who will be joined by Eisenhower on the campaign
trail In New York Wednesday, prepared to launch his final week
campaign swing late yesterday with it flight to New Jersey for
evening appearances at Ridgewood and Newark before flying on
In Philadelphia to remain overnight.
KENNEDY BEGINS FINAL WEEK
PHILADELPHIA ILIPD--Sen. John F. Kennedy began his final
week of campaigning for the presidency yesterday with firm insistence
that the nation "cannot possibly afford your years of Republican
leadership" tinder Vice President Richard M. Nixon.
Kennedy made the statement before about 4.000 persons
at a shopping venter rally in sotithwest Philadelphia after motor railing through that area and impotent, South Philadelphia In his
fourth dal of bidding for Penttsyhanla’s %Bat 32 eleetoral Soles.

president ial ’linos at ors. Guverassis
Edmondson declared that Senator
Kennedy has the ability to "understand the needs of the People" of
the U.S. and of the world, and the
ability to something about them,
Launching his attack on the Republican administration and can’litiirtes, the governor characterized
’heir policy as being a "Policy of
containment" based on a philosophy of "Hold the line."

In his afternoon speech before
a crowd of nearly 500 students
and faculty in the Inner Quad,
Governor Edmondson examined
the recent communist advancement in Cuba and cited it as a
case where the Republican officials retusi to accept he responsibility for a communist success.
He stated, h,iwever. that the
I .iemoerat le administration was
ilamed for the communist take,s-er of China after World War II.
Also in regard to the Cuba situation, the youthful Governor. destared that as a result of Repub.Scan policy. the "Monroe Doctrine
... collapsed" and has been re.
placed by a-hat he termed the
’Khrushchev Doctrine" under
which Khrushches- has warned the
V.S. to stay out of Cuba or face
Russian missies. Gov. Edmondson
slso mentioned Vice President
Nixon’s unfriendly reception in
South America as being indicative
of the failure of U.S. foreign poli-

Fraternity Float Wins
Parade Sweepstakes Kearful Talk

The combined entry of Sigma
Alpha Epsilon and Kappa Delta
anti the fraternity float division
in Saturday’s Homecoming parade,
and then was awarded the 1960’
Sweepstakes prize.
’Kill Ili, r’oot!ars" was named

Lost Items
In Union File
Floss I,. s dark little cubbyhole in the College Union wherein
lie all forgotten items from ages
past.
A look inside, and one et)iries
to the conclusion that college students de lose certain parts of their
anatomy when they aren’t bolted
on securely.
Take for instance the lost los
department. In one ot the dra.,
itt the hole dark room is an so
sortment of lost keys that probably could open many interesting
doors: like maybe a sorority house
or two?
There is a small grey pUrSe
which belongs to a girl’s whose
measurements are 36-25tS-36 tin formation front a "Personal measUrentent Chart for growing girls"
-Milne withheld for obvious reasons I.
DOring- f sllma n camp enough
clothing and personal articles
were left behind to stock a Salvation Army store. Included in a
recently returned box of articles
were jackets, scarfs, sweaters,
sweat shirts and several things
which it’s hard to imagine their
owners eettins :dons without

Dept. Head
Plans Talk
"Man’s Developing Mind" is the
title of a speech to be given by
Philosophy department head Dr.
Frederick C. Dommeyer tonight
from 8 to 10 in the "fireside room"
of the First Unitarian church, 160
N. Third at,, San Jose.
Dr. Dommeyer plans to discuss
a Saturday Evening Post article
by Bertrand Rusitell in which
Russell states his beliefs that
science today is over-emphasized
at the expense of morality and
hat internal ion cooperation should
replace international competition.

the overall winner. edging
dormitory entry, the indepes
float champion, and Newman
the novelty victor.
The ainning float depicted S;
di being pulled by an elepnisi
past a grove of palm trees. The
elephant was %Olio. with b I it
trappings, running through a field
of green.
The Alpha Tau Omega -Delta
Zeta float was given second prize
in the g-reek division, while the
Kappa Alpha Theta -Lambda Chi
Alpha entry placed third. The Hawaiian club float took the runner
up spot in the independent float
ratings.
The SJS Army ROTC drill team
named state champions in September. were selected the parade’s
,,tttstvn,iirv’ it’ll unit

On Kennedy,
Nixon Today
A ii oidepergien! s anaiysis of the
tan presidential candidates will
be offered today at 12:3U in Room
nf the cafeteria by Frank J.
Kearful, a senior English Major.
Kearful’s talk is being sponsored by Gavel and Rostrum and
will consist of an evalumion of the
nee candidates on the basis of
their party’s pht form and pa s t
recirds.
Recently Kearful Was selected
aS one of toot SJS students to compete in state-wide finals for Eul.

Lyke Expects Early Sellout;
’Doll’ Still Remains Secret
Lyke, Sall Jose States Campus
feature magazine, is carting out
tomorrow. Stands will be in operation at 7:30 am, and a-ill remain
in business until all copies
sold or until :17311 in the afternOon.
Editor John Hopkins expects an
early sell-out.
"Today," says Hopkins, "I h e
strange ambition of the ’1..yke
Doll’ remains a mystery." T h
identity of the doll is also a S
ously guarded secret and s
from the fact that she \A’aN
tures’ in the upper reaches ot
Orinoco, no new information
been released.
The editor explains, for the,
benefit of freshmen and new students, that Lyke is a stiident produced magazine, published twice
each semester as a lab cmirse for
writing, art and business majors.
Not to he confused with "hurnor
magazines" of other local cols
leges. Lyke is a feature magazine.
using only quality material on a
variety of subjects.
The reader will find plenty to
chuckle about, though, in the
Span-loon and Pilfered Pies sections. Also on the humorous side
will be Jerry Nachman’s political
satire. "Prince and Pauper" and
Glenn Churchman’s "General Fremont’s Visit."
The magazine will be sold for
35 cents in front of the bookstme
by girls of Ivy, Marhnur and
Washburn Halls and near the

Men’s gym by girls of Alpha Chi
Omsga and Magrudia Man.as Near
the womeMs gym. in front of the
cafeteria and adjacent to the
braes-. the other tattles will be
found. In the ekent that all maga/111es a re not sold
in Wednesday the remainder will be sold
’ii ’lIe-Isir
ih V f the buok-

YD, YR Debaters
Clash Tomorrow
election can u,.
sears
is climax the two SJS political
clubs. the Young Republicans and
Young Democrats will add to the
frenzy with an open debate between club members on prominent
election issues.
Tomorrow at 12:30 two members of the YDs, in response to
a challenge issued by the YRs,
will meet their Republican counterparts in the Inner Quad to defend the Democratic party’s platform’ and candidates. The two
YRs wilt perform the same service for their party.
Each of the debaters will be
given 10 minutes to voice their
initial arguments. These will be
followed by five-minute rebut t als
At debate’s end, the four panel f n in, each.
ists will answer questions put tp
them by the audience.

?--MPARTAN 111111.4
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Thrust and Parry

Editorial

Maturity Questioned
In an editorial a few weeks ago. we questi (((( ed the maturity
of students in a cheering section to effectis els carry out card
stunts.
Saturday’s &mom:trite
proved the point.
Out of I800 cards. 400 were lost when over half of the students in the card sect
tossed them into the air. During the
stunts. mans students failed to cooperate in the presentations,
thus turning a well planned program into a joke.
The Rally c lllll mittee worked diligently for two weeks to
prose that SJS. too. could present effective card tillUnis. Many
hours of work were nullified by- irresponsible students within a
few minutes.
Of most importance is the fact that several students were
injured by the sailing cards. In the hands of
ature people,
the heavy cards call bee
wicked weapons.
It ’would not be fair to the committee to suggest now that
future plans for card s
s be abandoned. What we ilo suggest is
this:
I. That tlie Student Actisities Huard leer:nit sonic means
of reser% ing the better student ’eats for those sincerely interested
in performing card stunts.
2. ’iii at *
arrangement svith the Buildings and Grounds
department he maile by the committee to identify those seats
within the card sect’ .
3. And finally that the committee establish iiroeedures for
distributing and rollecting the cards which would be quick and
without coati -inn.
If, after these or other similar basic procedures are established. the stiiilents eannot abide by the rules and refrain from
hissing the eatils. toe would suggest that the program be discon
tinned for : titer year or so.
J.M.R.

The New Look in Bands
I hen die course of la --t
g t scuts, partici
Honor
paling chi lo. and organizat
- established several precedents in
their resimutise leagues. If it is at all possible in an "urban"
college. -oitie of thew could become traditions in the future.
\lose significant in the week-long program was the first appearance of the 90-piece SJS marching band in its -new look"
uniform-.
Hand ilireetor Roger S. Nhizzy last week promised a good
shoo obeli the band hail its debut before SJS spectators at the
audience reaction, the fast Ibinieciitilin game. Judging fr
earned a wild seal of approval.
marching hands in the past have displayed consideraMe
.cliiI i ts and sliiiwniiiii-liip. lint have lacked an essential ingredient
so iii Ii would have gis..o them a sense of confidence as a group.
It tc’c iii- that the Ors% uniforms hiss e done the job.
the college athletic program probably will gain inure
notoriet s tic the near future. to’’ exinct that the hand will be
anil should be----representing the college at these and additional
funet
*.
Directiir Mii//s ii..- displayed concern in that the band has
lint been appropriated an adequate budget to travel and repre4.111 SJS any further than s:tanford or Stockton.
We hope that Student Council still initiate a r..-ponsible
.I.M.R.
:Indy which will determine the hand’s needs.
SPARTAN DRIVE-IN
S st and Alma

Library Concert

THE CROWDED SKY
MR. ROBERTI
TIN STAR

EL RANCHO DRIVE-IN
Almaden & Al^,*
ALL THE FINE
YOUNG CANNIBALS

Records scheduled today from
noon to 1 p.m. and :1 to:I p.m. in
the library study room:
Borodin
Symphony No. 2 In 10 Minor
Prokofiev:
Scythian Suite. Opus 20

2/Clity

9 HOLE PITCH and PUTT
Student Rate 50c
’.enc,41 pi,c* on cir,,ng range 1 -students.
San Jose’s most complete
gelling center
R
if ROAD

Essorsid as emend chin metier April 24,
1934, at San Jose. California, under the
act of March 3. 1879. Member Cali’
tornIa Newspaper Publishers’ Assn. Pub.
lished daily by Associated Students of
San Jose State College except Situ,
day and Sunday, during collage year.
RON BATES
EDITOR
LYNN LUCCHETTI
BUSINESS MGR.
Petersen
Dii
Day Editor
Jim Ragsdale
News Editor
Nick Peter
Sports Editor
Gary Palm.
Assistant Sports Editor
Society Editor
Ellen Shuns
L. Worthingto
wii. Editor
Mile Sender
OM,. Manager
PlInto Editor
Jim Sroc

Per wearing apparel, gifts, decrs and other Hawaiian needs
Visit
( Montgomery
THE
Hotel Bldg.)
Jose
W. San Antonio St. San
CY 5-7066 26
Thurs. ’Til 9:00 P.M.
Open 10:00 - 5:30 Daily

HAWAIIAN SHOP
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Well, I put the rear fender on
my bicycle and dusted off my
old Navy raincoat in preparation for what most Californians
call the worst time of the year
. . . winter. Soon. I am warned,
the blue skies will cloud and
the rains will fall. I won’t be
safe oqt-of-doors without the
necessary preparation for the
damp season. Books must be
covered, car windows closed and
an old pair of shoes worn.
We did things differently back
home. Winter was the time of
the year when the two-wheeler
Was stored in the garage and
fresh anti -freeze was added to
the radiator of the family car.
Instead of the raincoat, the tall
overshoes and the long, warm
storm coat were dug out of the
closet. It meant purchasing new
gloves to replace the pair worn
thin during last winter’s snowball fights. It meant a hard-tostart car in the morning and icy
streets and accidents on the way
to school. It meant shoveling the
snow off the sidewalk in the
morning and stomping the snow
off the feet before entering the
house at night.
But ... Oh what fun! Along
with the overshoes came the Ice
skates and skis and the hockey
sticks. Along with the new
gimes eante the s
’halls. And

with the ley streets I
the
skating disks cm eser. empty
lot and playground ill tilWIL. The
weekend sleigh rides and the
miding trips to the hills lessened
the anxiety over the numb fingers and toes.
What will Christmas be this
year with rain drops instead of
snowflakes? Will Thanksgiving
be the same without the threat
the year’s first blizzard and
the accompanying closed roads?
What will winter vacation be
minus the long days spent
lounging at home near the fire
while the wind and snow and
cold make the out-of-doors a
challenge es-en for the bravest
Northerner? Will the trip to
church on Christmas day in a
summer suit mean what it did
last year with a scarf and earmuffs?
Nope!
So. I’ll take the advice of everyone and drive for a day or
so to see the snow in the hills.
That is like paying for a glimpse
of the full moon or driving to
Mt. Tamalpais to see the sky.
I’ll close the windows on Christmas eve so the presents won’t
get wet and I’ll turn the fan
on for St. Nick when he comes.
And later on I’ll go for a walk
in the rain and throw water
halls.

a

Musk Students To Present Recital
The first student recital of the
fall semester will be presented
by students of the Music department on Tuesday evening,
Nov. 8 in Concert Hall.
Ricardo Trimillos, piano, will
play the English Suite in A
Minor of Bach; Jo Bolander,
soprano, will sing "0 Mio Bahbino Caro" from Gianni Schicchi
of Puccini. "Gretchen am Spinn-

Student Council
Voting Record
Comm., ’,anon
unanirni,

rade" by Schubert and -The
Bird of the Wilderness"hy Horsman: Jpyce Thompson will play
the Handel violin Sonata No. I
in A Major; -Air a’ L’Italien"
for flute by Telemann will be
played by Anne Arent.
"My Lovely Celia." Monro,
"Allerseelen" and "Zueignung."
Strauss, will he sung by Michael
Chang, tenor. The program will
close with the Sonata in A Major. opus 2. no. 2 of Beethoven
played by Sylvia Woodkey. piano.

At the same lime the adviser
for Lyke magazine is sifting
through manuscripts and other
literary items which may cosi,
prise the next Lyke.

’Advisers Censor
Publication Material’
1.1,11.4)1{ Tiw Journalism de-

partment’s Press and Public
classes are emphatically stressing three important principles:
these principles are basically
concerned with freedom of the
press, and more specifically are
the freedoms from censorship,
licensing and prosecution for
seditious libel.
The stress placed on these
hard-won guarantees is turned
to hypocrisy just outside the
classroom walls!
We find the Spartan Daily
adviser eagerly censoring con-

Of course, I wouldn’t
of implying that previous
ship by the school
could possibly violate our
freedom of the press. This is ji4s,
a discretionary move to insuir
a high quality of information
and amusement for the "shri
tered children" of SJS.
Jim Miaow
ASE 5856
(Editor’s note: If there has
been any 1.1.11111rxhip on th,
Spartan Daily this semester, I
would like to It
about It
There is quite a difference h,.
tweets athice and eensioniiiip
No pressure has liven put an in..
either to delete or to print si
thing iit all. When I
the position of editor. I imaii
up my mind that If any remor
khip or pressure were
upon me I would rather resign
than sacrifice my principlc.,)

CAMPUS
SPECIAL

9995

ROGER’S JEWELRY announces

For the First Time
an entirely new watch
with

"San Jose State"
AND SJS SCHOOL COLORS
EMBOSSED ON
THE DIAL
11111111111*
MEN’S 17 Jewel Swiss Watch
Yellow Gold - Waterproof Shock
Proof - Anti -Magnetic - Lifetime
Mainspring - Handsome Expansion
Band,
50c A WEEK
LIMITED SUPPLY

ROGER’S JEWELRY

200 SOUTH LIRST

system

Alpha Kappa Delta recognition unanimous.
Speech and Hearing Therapist
recognition.- unanimous.

,

. . . inivi Sall

Amendment allowing students
four units deficient to run for
class office. Nancy Reesink,
Everett Avila, Marty Sleeper.
Stan Stevens. and Gary Clemens
voted no. The remaining 13
members voted yes.
Formation of Academie committee unanimous.
Al
i request for $6000
Clemens and Stevens voted yes.
The remaining 16 members vot
ed no.
Alumni request for WOO
Clemens and Stevens voted yes.
The remaining 16 members voted no.
Approval of appointments
Clemens abstained on all appointments except that of Linda
Euliss to publications advisory
board. On this measure, he voted no.

Say You Sow a
Spartan Ad

CAREER
INTERVIEWS
Engineering & Science

LISTEN TO

10

Winter’s Different Here

I MUM 1...iiiisoine
acthat I am, I humbly apolo...lie for bringing politics into a
political debate. I have always
understood that any decisions
which a government made with
respect to some or all of its
citizens were political in nature.
However, this is the least of my
misconceptions. I also believe
that one has a right to argue
abuut politics, even with Bruce
Allen and President Eisenhower.
It is must disturbing that participation in critical debate is
considered contemptible. even
though it is the lifeblood of
American democracy. te.g. "to
attempt to drag him down to a
filthy political level ... "i
In answer to Professor Edwards I offer the following: (II
My criticism of Mr. Allen was
not because he recommended
more funds for state colleges,
but rather that he had not made
any positive suggestions for the
collection of the revenue necessary to support increased appropriations to the state colleges.
For the purpose of the argument
I presumed the funds were not
adequate. My major point was
that state revenues can only
increase if tar taxes are increased and no one has recommended this in an election year:
tbi incomes and expenditures
which are taxed increase; or tc’t
both tat and (hi occur ...
t 21 Professor Edwards’ economic data have the numerous
shortcomings which are found
in the political handouts of
either party and are no substitute for complete data and more
thorough economic analysis. He
points out that employment under Truman was 61 million and
under Eisenhower it is 68 million. Btu this is hardly relevant
for it neglects the growth of
the labor force of about one
million a year . . .
131 With respect to iegistrathin day being "pleasant" for
me Whether I turn hack students or not, it is unpleasant
and a task which I think unbecoming the professional status
of a college professor. I am sure

LI uicLittuitS from a diVerSilled
group of future medumnen
the journalism building.

that Governor Bross ii, il it dues
not require exceeding his constitutional authority. would be
more than happy to see that this
clerical work is assigned to
clerks.
011 Irrespective of its funds,
a college is no good without
free discourse and critical
thought. The Dilworth Act prevents this and Mr. Allen is an
ardent supporter of that act.
Is this being "loyal and faithful to uur interests?"
William Stanton
Asmoe. Prof. of Economies
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LTTH FIRST

FLASHY FREDDIESpartan halfback Freddie Blanco, who
nabbed six passes for 68 yards in Homecoming Game, is chased
by Denny Martin (51) Roger Duprel (66), and an unidentified
Cougar in 29-6 loss to WSU.

Both San Jose Elevens
Prep for COP Battles
S5N
ny PETE
the hosting College of Pacific
With Homecoming memories al- Tigers.
One of the staunchest loot hail
eady fading and the well-fed Cougar safely lucked away in the rivalries on the Pacific Cmist,
Pullman wilds. Coach 1301) Titch- paralleling that of Cal and Stanmars Spartans yesterday began ford, the annual Spartan -Tiger
aking aim on Saturday’s target, meeting has been 11Old 35 thaws
over the years since 1895.
That initial game in ’95 wound
Lewis, Priam
up in a 0-0 tie. Since then the
Spat-tans have claimed 17 victories
on Gasoline
and tasted defeat 13 times. There
have ben five ties.
Major Oil 38c Qt.
Pacific ripped the Spartans 20-7
last season to extend a series winfling streak to six games.
Cigarettes 22c Pk.
San Jose’s last victory was in
1953 by the margin of an extra
SAHARA OIL CO. point.
The San Jose frosh and the Pa2nd & William
cific yearlings will meet Friday
afternoon in Spat-tan Stadium for
an annual battle which also ha made its share of etchings in fir’
past.
Laundry &
Bob Jones Spartabalies had
Dry Cleaning Service their
finest hour of the 11960 season last Friday in whipping the
Cal Poly Junior varsits.
The COP freslum..
FINE
of an "unknown quantity"
SHOE REPAIRING .ndung
that they’ve lost to the same
State junior varsity man Hustled recently by the Sparta - ,
..lies. but grabbed a 12-0 win over
.. California fr..0/71r11 last week49 E. San Antonio

ZINKE’S

7he Ma4que
Presenting, Friday and Saturday Nights Until 4 A.M.

THE WEST COASTERS
(Jam Session

fiI

Sunday ’(iI Midnight)

Expresso
Paintings by Miller McDaniel
P. SAN CARLOS

SAVE 1570
(.01)
1%ith
Hi! 11.1, "lour Cleaning (,..t -

ART CLEANERS

SAVE
2.‘ &

.1c per
j
gal.

I ne.I

92+ Octane Reg. -100+ Octane Ethyl
Examples of year -around oil prices:
Shell x -I00, Quaker State, Triton, Veedol,
qt. can 38c
Havoline, Valvoline, Richlube
qt. can 50c
Castrol
I9c
100
Eastern Bulk, qt.
$1.98
Eastern
5 -gal. Sealed Can, 100
package 22c
Cigarettes

20% STATIONS
4th & Williams
let

s1-1
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in Pro Boxing Debut Tonight

’Our Finest Campbell
Effort Beat
SJS Student in Semi-Main
Spartans
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Its NI( K PETERS
took our finest effort of
the season tie beat the Sitartans:"
iiiiclared an exhausted Coach
Jim Sutherland lii the A :tithingtoo state I nisersitv dressing
room immediately fohowing his
Lou )tt r
9.f sicturv user SiS
it the Homecoming Game Saturday.
In it game that clearly wasn’t
indicative of the 23-point winning
margin. WSU had to do its best
an dthen some to defeat a stubborn
Spartan eleven that was within
nine points of victory until the
waning moments of the contest.
With less than five minutes to
go in the hard-fought battle, Cougar fullback Harold Haddock pleatrifled the spectators with a brilliant E13-yard touchdown jaunt and,
before the audience had a moment
to forget that one, halfback Dave
Kerrone fielded a Spartan punt on
his own 25 and raced through the
!local defenses for a 75 -yard TD
with 37 seconds remaining to hike
the count to 29-6.
This San Jose State team was
of the best we’ve played all
year." continued the WSU mentor. "I know they SJS) would
have played a much better game
had Mike Jones been in top
health."
! (The Spartan QB injured a hamstring muscle prior to the Arizona
State game and was still favoring
his leg in preparation for the Cougars last week.)
Sutherland added: "San Jose
would undoubtedly have been a
greater threat if Johnny Johnson
, hadn’t been injured early in the
game: I think that broke their
: morale."
Spartan Coach Bob Titchenal
reflected that same view by stating that Johnson’s injury "was the
game’s turning point."
Individually. Sutherland praised
Spartan guard Dick Erler for
"playing an excellent all-around
game." and felt that WSU field
general Mel Melin "didn’t really
play a good gamehe was being
trapped too often."
--

Distance
Team Nabs Third
Spartan

P.,Inning the Iasi pace ot the
;stomary 1.8 mile high school distance course. Bud Winter’s frosh
cross-country team finished a distant third to Hillsdale and Carlmont high.
Hillsdale recorded 41 points,
Carlmont 67. and San Jose 78.
Stanford’s yearlings were sixth.
Conditioned for the slower pace
, of the four-mile college course. the
!four San Jose entries tied up in
the fast pace set by the high
schoolers.
Ben Tucker, last year’s state
mile champion, led at the halfway
.1point, but tied up in the final 400
yards to finish far back. The Indiana, who placed sixth, were with ..,it their two top men.

COP Poloists Win;
Si ’Must Work
-’tuned by a 13-12 loss at the
moats of COP Friday at Stockton.
San Jose’s varsity water poloists
will have to work hard in practice
sessions this week if the roof is
to remain in place, coach Art Lambert said yesterday.
The Spartans take on S.F. State
Thursday at 4 p.m. in San Franrisen and meet Stanford at 11 a.m.
Saturday in Palo Alto.
Return meets with Cal and the
S.F. Olympic Club Nov. It and 10
wind tip the SJS home and home
sehed..1,

Booters Blanked
By Bears, 11-0
tIs,’ NI r,Ing1,1 siATOU main in the
MISC. demolished Julie Menem
de,.’ Spartan hooters Saturday .
11-0, in the locals’ home opener.
San Jose faces a heavy practiee
cherhile this week before tacklim:
mother rugged foe In the Untveros- ef San FrmIckeo

At City’s Civic Auditorium

lisI,kill PALMER
J1r-o
and a member ot
lite I - I II% wpir boxing team in Home this s
r_ makes hi prole.
I ring debut t ’gilt in the Sall Jone ci s ir
on a turd featuring
illie Morton and Angel Lopez. as the
round maisPebenters.
) *** ***** ***************By Bud Winter
His opponent is i ohiii.. Guerrera from Sacramento. Bus lit.
professionally since 1956. Guerrera has had 12 bouts. %nano..
11,1. NEVER FlitiET the disappointment ysith the food in Rome,
of Joey Padilla, another San
paralliSP Original Joe’s here tops the best food found
main-eventer.
lin the Ancient City . . The progress in preparing food by the London
cumpiwit,
sophon,. ,,, chefs on demand of the t’ourists’ trade. No longer does the tood taste
under the tutelage of Spartan a-, it it 51 as removed from the mildewy ice box and then boiled to
boxing coach Julie ltlenendez last lextinction . . . Imported French chefs are putting flavor back into
The steak baked in wine
year, but because of hi% fresh- EnKlisit food ... The gyeen olives of Italy
at the Mandeville Hotel in London
. The Swiss cheese and sparkling
man status was Ineligible to I.
’wine at Bern. Switzerland . . , the casair pancakes at the Teheran
pets- in varsity competition.
restaurant in Athens
The shishkabob at Lido Isle .. The salted
The flashy San Jose glover has almonds and Swiss rhocolate at the Schweitzerhoff Hotel in Bern ...
competed in a number of tourna- The lobster Athenian at the Acropolis Palace in Athens ... The smorments, however, the highlight of , gasbord at the Brigadoon in Aurelia. Italy . .. The Chinese food at
his career coming last spring when ,Ah Sons in Rome . . . All these stand out in a hungry man’s mom he beat the best U.S. amateurs
in the 132-pound class of the Olym- !
*
*
*
tic Trials held in the Cow Palace!
THE SUPER -SWEET Greek dessert made of honey, nuts and
in San Francisco to earn the trip ’
idates ... The delicious salmon, fileted and barbecued between chicken
i. Rome.
!wire and basted with soy sauce and butter, hours after it was caught.
Campbell signed a five-year ;while we were training for the Olympics up in Oregon . . The Cali professional contract to box for fornia Crenshaw melon we had in New York which led us to believe
former promoter Rill Young, that the best is exported . . Fish tor breakfast, generally. you can
who gave up that position to have. But having heard so much about kippers for breakfast in Lon.
manage the talented glover.
don, we had to try them: now we are kipper addicts. This smoked
delectable wake Young considers the bout a herring broiled and served with scrambled eggs is a
croissants are a flaky horseshoe -shaped 1.011 that
"wax’ trial" for his sharp-punch- up dish ... French
was made to dunk in coffee. Some enterprising baker should copy
ing protege . "After several tuneups like this Harry will be ready them for the U.S.
*
*
*
for the best lightweights in the
TWO ITEMS THE SWISS have perfected and contributed to the
country," the lormer promoter pregourmets of the world tor which they mtzt the gold medal- Swiss.
dicted.
and Swiss cheese ... The wondertul CUS1I,M it having fresh
The first of four bouts on the chocolate
knife in your room at the leading Swiss hotels .
card is scheduled for 8:45 p.m.. fruit and a sharp
The good old U.S. (-Mice after the sabotaged bilge water of Greece.
with Campbell-Guerrera clashing
Italy’ and England, that is muddied up with gray -colored hot milk .
in the semi -main.
’The LleliCi4MS hot pastrami on rye and the cheese blintz at Lindy’s
Student tickets for this eve- in Ness: York, with the most thrist-quenching hot weather drink in
HARRY CAMPBELL
ning’s ring show are available with the world: Iced coffee with French cutlet- ice cream added and squirted
. . . first pro bout ABB card at the box office for $l with whipped cream ...
*
*
*
MANY WORLD RECORDS were set in Rome. hut one of theciat ones must have been the breakfasts that were wolted down
N0111P1’. Romans gaped as he demolished 12 eggs.
sluq-11111t01.
ir slices of ham. three stacks of hot cakes, two melons and a break.t steak. He washed it It
with a quart of orange juice. All .
NICK PETERS. Sports Editor
’mi.. was dispatched ssith such alacrity that he couldn’t have t.
-.DM )(it
7.-1-1, -itch a great looking sophomor, ’
ich of anything. Then he went on to win the gold medal in the
asked A ashiinion state l’anich Jim Stitherlanal after his talented
. Not a few distance runners copied Herb Elliot ’s Spartan diet of
endII ct,Ju I
hail played a major role in defeating San
figs. dates, and a handful of dried oats. hto most of them supoianted it with a side order of ahhachio al forno. chicken alla rhavola
))))) ing hassle.
Jose st.iti
. .
publicized SJSWSL struggle. Campbell. ..- roast pheasant with orange sauce.
Prior to tht greall
a local product from Saratoga. was given top billing priniaril
*
*
*
1(.41 the nation in that depratment.
because his 30 re-it-Jut.
RIGGEsT EtsTERS ’if the Olympic Village 1VOIT the 634) athletes
At first sac were a hit skeptical in anticipating greatness from a From t he 1’
.. Everv day they citnstimed. :none other fissis.
sophomore, instead feeling that his N( AA -leading total of 39 could IOW eggs If too sersings of ice cream nearly -ino
;it ..!
have been a "freak" developing from WSU’s potent passing offense beet 120 pounds of rice.i100 pounds which also led the nation at the time.
each of grapes. bananas. peaches.
.
LOST
We were never farther from the truth.
melon. 330 chickens. 600 pounds oiLIGHTER
*
*
*
brown
eantaloupes and 1(00 bottle.:
. nit;ols J F
THE TALENTED SOP!’ is, indeed, on the threshold of greate- one of America’s most widely- p .:Call EL 4-3900. 1-5 p.m.
ness. and there probably isn’t one of the record 19.500 crowd who lirized soft drinks ... John Thomas
Ask for J. FARMER
doesn’t believe it after seeing the 6-1. 185-pound. 18-year-old in action was a popsickle addict . . When
REWARD
Saturday night.
the pygmy contingent arrived ((ti"All" the es -Los Gatos high quarterback did was grab 9 of the 12 the 1904 Oly:m pies. their flat he
seven or which are added to his NCAA missionary int itrpreter insisted they
Mel Melin completions
HAPPY HOUSE SHOP
leadership and a pair being good for two-point conversionsfor 89 of must have their native diet: monGIFTS, CARDS, CANDY
touchdown.
the Cougars’ 163 passing yards and Icni
key. elephant. hippopotanms. gaBox of our Special
FREE! 1
was terrific." said losing Conch Bob Titchenal in a post- zelle and human meat. They’ hail
Candies with any Purchase of
game interview. "He must he very good. None of our boys could keep to be content with St Louis beet
$3.00 or more.
.
and ehieken
up with him."
153
CY 7-8930
That Hugh had the SJS defensive backfield fooled cannot be denied. In practically every instance there was no one near him whir
made good on his receptions.
*
*
*
Last Week -end Showing of .
"IT ISN’T HIS SPEED that baffles the opposition." said Stitl,.
land with a fatherly pride. "hut the boy is smarter than any end I’s.
ever coached.
"He gets II terrific junip on
the enemy," added the victorious mentor. "then fake% and
by William Shakespeare
ent with such precision that it
leave% the defenders flat -footeil "
A SPEECH AND DRAMA PRODUCTION
His seven receptions give
NCAA-leading total of 43.
WED., NOV. 2 through SAT.. NOV 5
off the national record set
Stanford’s Chris Burford laCurtain at 8:15 p.m. College Theatrr
season.
*
*
*
WHETHER HE BREAKS th
record or not, sophomore Camphy1
has carved an athletic niche o
Box Office Open 1-5 p.m. Daily
,
Cougarville that should grow deer,
et- and deeper with each season.
The gentleman who converte,
Campbell from a fine prep (et
an end could probably become ti.
next mayor of Pullman a toss,
that should reap the harvest
eouple
Hugh’s abilities tor
HUGH CAMPBELL
. . . WSU standout seasons to conic
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Romeo and Juliet

50c S.J.S.C. Students 1.00 General
Little or No Waiting

Relax from the pressures of a textbook
world
for a delightful change in pace
Find new pIPASII, you never reel],
in the pages of
morels ... in the inspirational s
authors whose names aro so lu
yet so neglected. New pl
;n She hobby you learned in a hots
dolt book. Lose yourself for few h.
ach seifk behind the peges of a Is,
noting boos and find pleasure-6M
forgot ever slosted.

Monthly Parking Service

FOR RENT
$10 Per Month
655 S. 4th St.
Kirby Parking Service

Olympic Memoirs
Through the Senses...
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9.00 P.M.
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For Less
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MACS Crewcut Kings
Right Next to Campus
to Serve You Better
Across from Administration Bldg,
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277 E. San Fernando

Open 8-6 p.m. 6 days
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Amelia Earhart Grants
Open for Applicants
Applications for Amelia Earhart
scholarships are now being accepted by Zonta-International for the
1961-62 school year. announced
Mrs. Margot Savage. president of
the Zonta club of San Jose, at a
recent business meeting.
The $2500 grants are offered
to qualified women for advanced
study in aeronautical fields, she
said.
REQUIREMENTS LISTED
The basic requirement for a
scholarship is a bachelor’s degree
in a science which will qualify a
candidate for graduate work in
aeronautical engineering or space
physics in a college of the applicant’s choice. The college, however, must be approved by Zonta’s
special scholarship committee, she
added.
Mrs. Savage stated that applicants, in addition, must show evi-

TASC Schedules
Debate -Discussion
On Party Platforms
At* Dilterty Plat 101:1:,
. :ices’?" will be the first topic of
a series on contemporary problems, sponsored by TASC, to be
held Friday at 3:30 p.m. in TH55,
according to Ben Zlataroff, TASC
education chairman of the coordiliativg council.
The prograni Will be a debatediscussion of the platform and
major issues of the Republican
party, the Democratic and the SoDemocratic
party-Social
cialist
Federation.
Attorney John Thorne. chairman of the Central Democratic
committee in Santa Clara county
vv ill represent the Democratic party. Gordon Abbott, association
economist, member of the Central
Republican committee of the 4th
district and Bogdan Denitch, a l
member of the executive commit of the East Bay Socialist party.
Social Democratic Federation will
be on the panel.
Each speaker will open t h e
program with a 15 minute summary of his party’s foreign and
domestic issues which will be followed by a 45 minute discussion
of the re,pecti,.e party platforms

dence of exceptional ability and
personal character
The 34 Scholarship winners to
date have included students from
various European countries as well
as from Egypt. Formosa. and Canada, although the majority have
used Zonta’s grants in United
States graduate schools.
Funds for the annual grants are
provided jointly by Zonta’s more
than 430 clubs in 17 countries, she
said.
Candidates, or instructors wishing to recommend students, can
obtain further information about
the scholarship grant s from
Zonta’s headquarters, 59 East Van
Buren St.. Chicago 5, III., or direct from the chairman of the
scholarship committee, Dr. Helen
Pearce. 490 Oak St., S. E. Salem,
Oregon.
Deadline for filing applications
is Feb. 15, 1961, warned Mrs. Sav-

Ski Club Sets
December
Spartaguide Bryan Green Sets Lectures
s
the
k ating Trip
Civil Service
Ceylon.
Test Planned
A nationwide test for foreign
service trainees will be given December 10 at the Civil Service center in San Francisco.
Those who succeed in this oneday exam will have cleared the
first hurdle on the road toward
landing a foreign service position.
The test will stress facility in
written and spoken English. general ability and background.
Having passed an oral test and
a physical background probe, ’candidates are placed on a register
from which appointments
are
made on basis of exam scores.
The State Department wishes
to arouse career interest in students of economics, public and
business administration, language
and area studies, history and political science.

.
.t ’ontinued from Page 1,
TOGA)
He has also spoken to audiSenior clubs. meeting. S326, 3:30 ewes in Canada, New Zealand,
India. South Africa, RhoPin
Gavel and Rostrum, speaker. - -p
a
k
n
arF
!
Kearful:
"The Candidates
as the Independent Sees Them. ’
cafeteria, room B. 12:30 p.m.
Kappa Alpha Mu, meeting, Del
Carlo studios. 1295 The Alameda,
7 p.m.
Christian Science organization,
meeting. 7:30 p.m.
. t oil tamed from Page 1)
Collegiate Christian fellowship,
lit a statement yesterday E. R.
meeting. cafeteria, 7 p.m.
Quesada, administrator of the
Spartan Shields, meeting. CH- ’, Federal Aviation Agency, said,
236. 6:45 p.m.
I "the circumstances revealed to
TOMORROW
date surrounding the tragic acciCo-Rec, women’s gym, 7:30 p.m. dent . .
indicate a gross disreSocial Affairs committee, meet- gard for public safety and the
ing. CH163. 3:30 p.m,
regulations of the Federal AviaPershing Rifles, meeting, pledge tion Agency."
test. 1344, 7 p.m.
-I am therefore involicing my
Gamma Delta, speaker, First emergency suspension authority
Immanuel Lutheran church, 374 against the company’s operating
S. Third St.. 7 a.m.
certificate. I am clearly of the
Alpha Gamma, forum, 7:30 p.m. opinion that an emergency requirGamma Delta, forum, A114, 7:30 ing immediate action exists in
respect to safety in air commerce
TASC, meeting, CH238, 7:30 and I am taking this action effecp.m.
tive immediately," Quesada said.

Cal o y
ir Crash

Gold Coast
della, Nigeria and
as well as the United States, Scotland, Ireland and his native England.
Talking before the League of
Atheists at Columbia university,
Canon Green maintained -I much
prefer talking to atheists anti agnustics. It’s no fun if everyone sits
around agreeing with each other."

At tonight’s Ski club
meetInv
fees for the member and nonice
skating
member
trip to San
Francisco’s Sutro’s on Friday may
be paid. Nancy Steger, publicity
chairman, said the trip would cost
The canon, after holding several members $2. including both
bus
meetings with the league, later ex- fare and entrance to Sutro’s. rbr
plained, "It turned out that the non-members, the fee is $2
50.
president decided to become a
The Ski club meets at 7:30 pm,
Christian. Most disconcerting to
the League of Atheists, you know in TH55, and will feature a Movie
-they had to get a new president." on skiing. Representatives to the
A Yale university faculty mem- ICC will be elected, and penultber summed up Canon Green’s tions for the fashion show will be
visit to that university by saying made.
"Bryan Green (popularly referred
For the skating trip, all tiatuito without the Mr. or Rev. I made a
portation will be by bus. Mu.
great impression at Yale, and I
don’t use the word ’great’ lightly. Steger said, and the bust", will
I have never seen students so in- leave from the main entrance to
terested in a man’s presentation the Science building on Fourth
st
of religion."
at 6:15 p.m., Friday. Tickets may
a
on
featured
currently
He is
be purchased in the Activities ofradio program Sunday evenings
(ice, TH16, until Thursday mi,
Jose,
at
San
KEEN,
station
over
Steger concluded.
10:15.

Job Interviews

CHESTERFIELD, BM and OASIS invite you to the

Note: Interviews re held in the
Placement Office, Adm234. Appointment lids are put out in advance of the
interview and students are requested
to sign up early.Ed.

Fresno San Jose
e Contest!

TODAY
Alameda County Probation department interviewing social science, physical education and recreation majors all day.
California State Personnel board
is seeking civil engineering students.
TOMORROW
American Airlines need stewardesses: any major, interviews
all day.
U.S. Naval Ordnance laboratory
needs electronic and mechanical
engineers, physicists.
l’.5, Naval Ordnance test station. China Lake, will interview
mechanical, electrical, civil, aeronautics, chemical and electroni,
engineering majors plus physic majors; is also interested in students with M.S. degrees in mathematics and chemistry.
CA, Naval Ordnance test station. Pasadena. needs electronic,
mechanical and metallurgical engineers, math, physics and chemistry majors:.

FIRST PRIZE JACKPOT

$150
SECOND PRIZE JACKPOT

Math Club Opens Contestt
InvolvingGuess What?
Ali si talents are in% ited to enter
the mathematics contest sponsored by the Mathematics club,
said Dr. Dmitri E. Thor, assistant professor of mathematics and
cieadviser of the club.
C,ntest questiins are available
at the Mathematics office. 01. All
entries must be returned to the
office by 2 p.m. Monday. Nov. 7.
Winners will be announced and
tho
prizes will IN asr’:irrhal

ednesday,
club s first mizetIni,
Nov. 9, at 7:30 p.m. in TH107.
Winners must attend the meeting
to qualify.
Contestants will be divided into ’
two categories: 11 students who
have not completed the calculus
sequence I through Math 321 121 ’
students who have completed Math
32 or its equivalent.
Six prizes, three in each category, will be awarded for the six
best o,,Trit ions

CLASSIFIEDS
Women

;

25c a line first insertion
20c a line succrieding insertion
2 lino minimum
To Place an

, ,

BoysLovely rm. to share Sir priv. eve-.
.
57 wk. 617 S 6.h coffer 5

Ad:

I Man to -.rare 2 bdrrn. apt., $40 n
S. iGsh. apt. 3.

Call at Student Affairs Office
Room 16, Tower Hall
No Phone Orders

Rm. for rnen student $22.50 mo. nr S.J .
& Wash CV 2.1327.

Lost and Found
LostFriday, Bia-1 .0’
Ordus 495 E. William. Ph, C

1

pie room.

Classified Rates:

Pay
.1 1977.

Help Wasted

WANTED: Man to share nice duplex
Wth two. 167 S. 10th, CV 3.8793
3 1114/11 to share nice room, good food.
rec. on.. TV. $80 per mo. 680 S. 5th St.

Boys lovely ,.a rpet rrns kit. pre. corn’
JUNIOR OR STN,’ZIRS w’/: some mipesi
$7 ss4 os $25 rn-.. 532 S. 9th
,
preferred
W
wear
.ee dry a r.d S’
s ii h ...dcw.""’ ^-4 Pen weec
Per $ete
r
ores red t
an :,pocw ; Sn,c
Columbia Portable Stereo. guaranteed.
i
CV 3.1292 after 3:00.
-iII.. .
g
o,
nos,,,Ir
See Mr Judd it Sti W. See., C

..1,
s.

For Selo ’48 Plymouth $110 Cell FR 8.
2298 2 Dr business coupe.
Two guitars, 3 rifles, filing cabinet
.ape recorders. CV 4.5688.

Cr

7.5453 eft. 5.00

Trasspertaticia Available
Ride or riders---tn, w std. San Leandro
t 12 30 Da7, NE 77641.
goatee
Room for men w, th htchee wov. 37 5.
5.h Sr

itogli
."1

HERE’S ALL YOU DO TO

WIN...

1. Predict the final score for each team.
2. Predict the half-time score for each team.

3. use an empty pack’ as your entry blank
"Wallairrir

B. On the coupon below or on the back stun empty wrapper or sea plain sheet
of paper, select the winner of the above game. Predict the final score and the
halt -time score (predict ties II you wish). Each entry must be accompanied by an
empty wrapper from L&M. Chesterfield or Oasis cigarette: (or a single hand drawn
copy of the lettering L&M. Chesterfield or Oa iii as if appears on the face of
the package). It entry is submitted on back of enipty wrapper. be sure to include
name and address, printed dearly.
2. Mail entries to Liggett & Myers, at the address appearing in coupon below. All
entries must be postmarked by midnight five days prior to date of game and
received by midnight the day prior to date of game Enter as often as you want,
but be sure to enclose an empty wrapper (or acceptable substitute) with each
entry. Illegible entries will not be considered.
3.Pritm, FIRST PRIZE JACKPOT -4300, SECOND PRIZE JACKPOT -$150;
IHIRD PRIZE JACKPOT -LSO. Winning entries will be selected according to
Sic =woad *ow* wed Vas following in the order listed: (a) the Waled

Only o,inngeopr

1o.
6 Aentllerentries become the property of the sponsor, and none will be r
Winners will be notified by mail A complete list of winners is available t
sending a stamped, sell -addressed envelope to the address below.
7. This contest is subject to all federal, state and local laws and regoli1,
governing contests and that mirky.

The more often you enter. ,. the more chances you have to win.
Write ennsvy the final score and halftime
score of the game In be PInYe I
01.e.mano II. limo in boxes indicated:

’91111,0*

FRESNO
SAN JOSE

FINAL

HALF-TIME

Mail this entry to
MUTT & STIRS, P. 0. SOX 428, 11W
Attach an empty Peck (or an YON 411, N Y.
substitute, see rules) of I &M
Chesterfield or Oasis cigarettes acceptable
with this entry.

MIseelleiteees
Tutoring any subj spec read Eng. Spel.
Ri - s
21 years teaching eied CV
7 t2i9

Classical, oriental, folk, modem dance
lessons nearby. CV 44088.

of ties among contestants, the prize money for each of the three prize categenes
will be divided equally among contestants tied for the respective prizes.
4. This contest is under the supervision of the Bruce, Richards Corporation. an
nt
o ,etnadn et sn t
riotan wilhay .se decisions are hod and binding on u I
prize per
5. This contest is open to the college students and college faculty members :
the above competing colleges only. Employees and members of their taoie .
of Liggett & Myers Tobacco Company and its advertising agencies are not elici- t

rn.TART SAVING PACKS NOW!

\rt

Mere. 49. Many mitres, rebuilt enq. Best
01(es CV 7.9025,

MANUSCRIPTS, THESE TYPED FAST,
ACCURATE, PEAS. FR 84561 after
p.",.

FOR THE STUDENTS AND
OCULTIES OF THE ABOVE
COMPETING COLLEGES ONLY!

Pick up a pack and take a crack at experting the big game. If you are the only one to come up with the correct half-time and final
scores, the first prize jackpot is all yours. If there are ties, you share the money. The same applies to winners of the second and third
jackpots. Enter as often as you like.., and to make it easy, use the backs of packs* as your entry blanks. So each time you finish a pack
take a crack at the big money!
team; (b) the final score, and, as a tiebreaker, if necessary Male accuracy 7.
READ THESE EASY RULES...
determining the leading halftime team and the halftime score. In the es, ii

2

Modern all elettheic studio apt., accom
2 $50 00
Accurate typing 1 pica) 170 S 10t6 Airy.
-ROOM FOR UPPER DIV mALF STU- smse CV 4-8884 Reasonable
.
$30.00 46S. 12.5 St.
100 WEDDING INVITATIONS. $12.50.
Girl to share mod. apt. with 2 others, plus I in gold free. A real offer. AL 29191.
r
CV 2-0115.
Furls Rms, Male Students, Kit. Priv. $10
.16. Call CV 3-3088.

THIRD PRIZE JACKPOT

NAME
(PLEASE PeiNT)
Patti s,
1,,,Ins

me.,11,

g M has found the secret that
’Unlocks flavor in a filter cigatette (Pack or Boo).
Uggeft E Myoc fobor, Co.

CHESTERFIELD -Now "AirSoftened", they satisfy even
more, (King or Regular).

OASIS -Most refresh ng taste
of at lust enough menthol...
lust enough,
*or acceptable substitute (see rules.).
_

Entries must be postmarked no
than midnight Novernbnr 6,1460, and
received at the above P0,Boa inlater
New York by midnight November 10, 1960
Submit as many more entries
as you want on the backs of
On each one print the
team names and
scoressyhtiw Pack your
.*
name and address as shown above.

